


With the arrival of 2022, paint manufacturers and forecasters have 
already provided several predictions for next year’s aesthetics. If 
most of them get their way, we’ll all be refreshing our spirits and 
reconnecting with nature through a sea of soothing greens in 2022. 
Pantone disagrees. Pantone 17-3938, better known as Very Peri, 
is one of greatest names in color for 2022, replacing green with a 

lively blend of red and blue.

Inquisitive and interesting PANTONE 17-3938 Very Peri, with 
its carefree confidence and daring curiosity that animates our 
creative spirit, enables us to accept this transformed world of 
possibilities, offering us up to a new vision as we rewrite our lives. 
PANTONE 17-3938 Very Peri rekindles gratitude for some of the 
virtues that blue signifies, complimented by a new viewpoint that 
resonates now, and casts a new light on the future. Covet House 
curated a selection of Very Peri products that are truly remarkable. 

“A New Pantone Color Whose Courageous Presence Encourages 
Personal Inventiveness And Creativity. “

PANTONE
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1. Kelly Sofa, Koket 
Its fluid curves are harmoniously matched by sumptuous pleated waves of soft upholstery fabric. Has a striking 
metal band hugging the base of her curvaceous body, leaving you constantly searching for a golden glimpse of 
her copious beauty.

2. Marco Armchair, Essential Home 
An armchair part of a beautiful collection that brings a comfortable and stylish shape, prepared to elevate the 
decor of any project.

3. Shield Side Table, Boca do Lobo
Ideal for a sophisticated home decoration, this table’s classical silhouette and flowing details will surely remind 
you of the Atlantic Ocean.

4. Zelda Single Sofa, Essential Home
The unique Zelda single sofa truly challenges and redefines the limits of the new modern design perspective.

5. Shark Stool, Circu 
This children’s stool introduces a modern design, always ensuring that the bedroom reflects the child’s person-
ality and is both fun and young.

6. Naj Dining Chair, Brabbu 
A dining room chair fully upholstered in velvet with nickeled nails. This velvet upholstered dining chair is sure 
to make a statement.

7. Begonia Armchair, Brabbu 
 Its charming curves and soft cotton velvet upholstery make this the perfect curved back armchair for an ele-
gant modern interior design.



1. Fitzgerald Modular Sofa, Essential Home 
Inspired by the shapes of Italian architecture, this piece proves art and interior design come together once you have the right eye for it.

2. Collins Dining Chair, Essential Home 
Designed with a classic retro chic feel, comfortable and perfect to pair with a circular dining table.

3. Henry Dining Chair, Essential Home
Ideal for a sophisticated home decoration, this table’s classical silhouette and flowing details will surely remind you of the Atlantic Ocean.

4. Florence Stool, Essential Home
A low stool both fun and practical, and a soft and comfortable solution for your living room.

5. Booboo Swing Sofa, Circu 
The Booboo Swing can easily become your kids’ favorite place to hang out after school and will be the perfect spot for bedtime stories.

6. Diana Pendant Lamp, Delightfull
Diana Pendant Light is a simple but also a sophisticated industrial pendant light, designed to be functional and versatile, this lamp can be fitted into any 
industrial living room flat, a groovy bar, on a kitchen or even as a bedside lamp
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1. Cloud Sofa, Circu 
Cloud Sofa is inspired by Pixar’s short film and it’s the perfect item for any bedroom and any other 
division with its modern cloud-shaped form.

2. Florence Center Table, Essential Home 
Featuring a timeless design, the Florence center table is the perfect choice to add some extra textual 
experience to your interior design, thanks to its unique craftsmanship techniques.

3. Minelli Bookcase, Essential Home
Part of the Minelli family, this bookcase is perfect for any mid-century lover. It’s a furniture piece 
that definitely calls attention in the best way, providing elegance and space with its walnut wood and 
smoked glass shelves. 



COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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